
Ridgewood Country Club 
Paramus, NJ 

 
 

Architect: A.W. Tillinghast (1929) 
                 Rees Jones (restoration 1986) 
 
 
   East-Center   Center-West   West-East 
  Par Yard Rating  Slope Par Yard Rating  Slope   Par Yard Rating  Slope 
Blue  71 6453 71.6 136 72 6563 71.8 136 71 6578 72.0 137 
White  71 6023 69.4 126 72 6016 69.3 126 71 6013 69.1 127 
 
Overview: 
 
 Tillinghast gave Ridgewood three outstanding nine-hole courses in 1929, compilations of which have 
combined for tournament play over the last century. Although the greens are not exceptionally large, averaging 
5,000 to 6,000 square feet, many bear the original Tillinghast touch – severely sloping, typically from back to 
front, and protected by deep bunkers at the front corners. These features are overshadowed by the century-old 
trees that line the fairways and frame many of the greens, making position off the tee such a key ingredient for 
scoring well, often forcing the better players to club down for accuracy. The trees also serve to isolate each hole 
from those nearby, creating a scene of splendid tranquility.  The challenges are one after another-there are really 
no let up holes-good scoring demands consistent and creative execution.    
 
 The old brick and stone European country style club house is a signature of the time this club was built .  
The club house interiors,  locker room, and grill room are classic period designs without a hint of 
pretentiousness-they speak a quiet confidence of the history of this place.   Plaques on the staging patio remind 
you that the course has been the site of major national golf events from 1935 to today-they include The Ryder 
Cup (1935),  U.S. Senior Amateur (1957), U.S. Amateur (1974), U.S. Senior Open (1990), Senior PGA (2001),  
and The Barclays Championship (2008-10-14)-winners include well know players like Kathy Whitworth, Jerry 
Pate, Lee Trevino, Tom Watson, and Matt Kuchar.   
 

The club had been the home of one of the most famous club pros of his era, George Jacobus and he 
mentored Byron Nelson as his summer assistant back in the 1930’s.  Byron credits the development time spent 
at Ridgewood under the eye of George Jacobus as the most important in his career.  There remains a plaque on 
the end of a patio commemorating a shot Byron hit as part of a bet with some caddies-they threw down three 
balls and bet him he could not hit the flagpole about 150 yards away.  With a three iron in hand Byron plunked 
the flagpole on his second try to collect the winnings. 
 
 The first thing you notice is the segmentation of the holes created by the towering trees.  The spacing of 
the trees is generous so wayward shots still allow a path to recovery-but the thickness of the rough makes you 
pay the price for being off line with your tee ball.  The center nine is built on the highest part of the property so 
the holes there have the greatest bit of topographical influence-the east and west nines fall to the sides of this 
high ground and provide lots elevation change and side slope stances and rolls.  The combination of the trees 
dictating shot line and positioning along with the tactical fairway and greenside bunkering make  you engage  
the trouble for the most aggressive shot lines. 



 
The creative nature of the green complexes means you will miss greens and have many pitch and chip 

opportunities to save pars-it will take good short game skills to be successful around here.  One nuance is that, 
in spite of the fact that most greens have open front access, most have a gentle lip on the front of the green 
which makes pitching and chipping to front and middle pin placements very challenging.  We are not talking 
false fronts but just enough lip to the green to make the player very indecisive as to whether to keep the shot on 
low to the ground or force it over the front edge of the green in the air.  Fast greens just complicate this 
decision. 
 
 One of the most dominant features to negotiate is the grain on these greens-it generally runs across the 
property toward the highway-everything breaks toward the traffic noise-now that is different.  With the slope in 
these greens and the dominant grain fast green speeds can make this a real test of patience and discretion.   
    
 For all of the difficulty articulated the course is very playable for the average player-the challenges are 
obvious and doable for someone with discretion.  Score can be protected when the challenge is too steep and 
there are scoring opportunities to be seized at the appropriate time.  Tillinghast knows how to challenge a player 
without overwhelming them-it is always a pleasure to play his courses because they have the visuals to wow 
you but plenty of opportunities to succeed if you play with good judgment. 
 
 
Hole-by-Hole: 
 
East Nine: 
 
#1 Adam   Par 4  348/321 yards 
 
 Tillie gives the player a fairly modest challenge to open this nine holes.  You cannot ignore the out of 
bounds stakes that line the left side of the first four holes awaiting an overzealous hook-but this one looks for a 
solid drive to center to give you a short iron into a green right in front of you.  Not too much elevation change in 
these first three holes.  Typical bunkering here-anything wide of the green means a moment at the beach.  Keep 
in mind the traffic noise is on your left so most of the grain will be going in that direction.   
 
#2 Water   Par 3  161/136 
 
 The next challenge is a mid-iron downhill shot to another green pinched by side bunkers.  The green 
leans from back left to front right so a draw is a good ball flight to work into this green.  This offers a good 
scoring opportunity 
if you keep it below the hole. 
 
#3 Gorilla  Par 5  546/508 
 
 This long par five looks pretty straight off the tee so drive to center.  Now you have to take your layup 
across a grassy/mogul interruption in the fairway, something you will not see in new designs,  to right center 
and let it feed back to the left to get the best look at the green tucked slightly up the hill to the right.  This is a 
very slender stepped serpentine green that sits diagonally from 7 to 1 so you will have to carve your approach to 



get at a flag in the center or back of the green.  The incline is steep and against the grain that works to your left 
so your approach pitch or putt needs to be feisty. 
 
#4 Bog  Par 4  408/382 
 
 The last of the flat holes-drive on the right side at the leaning tree to a narrow area and a good look at 
the green set back to the left. Green is sprawling with bunker front right-small tucked area behind the bunker 
that is difficult to get to if the pin is back there.  Pretty flat putting surface with the pull of the grain still going to 
your left. 
  
#5 Knuckle  Par 4  371/357 
 
 Shorter on the card as we change direction back to the clubhouse, but we start playing into the foothills 
of the higher piece of the property.  Drive here is to left center of the driving area framed by the tall oak trees. 
The green is elevated from the driving area-open access in front with oreo bunkering on either side.  The green 
tilts sharply from the left so a shot coming in on the left fringe feeds decidedly to the middle of the green. 
Missing right of this green will be a major elevation pitch from some knarly rough grass over a gaping bunker.   
  
#6 Cobra  Par 3  204/197 
 
 A very difficult task awaits-about a 200 yard shot from an elevated tee to a well protected green below.   
Bunkers skirt the left side of the green but it is pretty open in front.  The caddies will tell you to landing on the 
front and let it feed up the green that will lean into a draw. 
 
#7 Stockton’s Lair  Par 4  430/420 
 
 One beast of a dogear left back up the same line and elevation as number five.  Drive it hard to left 
center off the tree and you will have a long uphill approach to a green above.  Once again you have open access 
on this approach but the green is long and narrow so you have to hold the shot on the line.  Between the hills on 
your left and the traffic noise on your right you are looking at significant break left to right into this green. 
 
#8 Gypsy’s Curse  Par 4  396/347 
 
 Back down in the flatter terrain again you want to hit a solid drive to center.  A bit of a left to right shot 
coming into this green-one bunker left and a big bunker short right.  Green is fairly flat so the putting should not 
have much treachery in it. 
 
#9 Swimmin’ Hole  Par 4  370/347 
 
 Great looking finishing hole to this nine.  Drive to left center and you have a hole that turns decidedly 
left as it approaches the back of the signature clubhouse with a pond lurking well to the right of the green.  
The green is generously bunkered on both sides-major constellation left of the green.   Green sprawls back up to 
the left behind the bunkers with the slope leaning back toward the pond-you really need to get your distance 
right on the approach to avoid a three-putt debacle. 
 
 



Center Nine: 
 
#1 Big Carry  Par 4  356/337 
 
 The tone of this nine is set very early by a diagonal forced carry on the drive over a creek that winds up 
the left side of the hole.  You need to pick one of four trees you see through the fairway as your aiming spot and 
decide how much of the carry to bite off.  If you pick the third tree from the right and turn it over slightly you 
should end up with a short iron up the dogleg to an openly accessible green front.  The green has the side 
bunkering and a fair bit of pitch from back to front.  If you tee ball is dry this is definitely a good scoring 
chance. 
 
#2 Fingal  Par 5  556/475 
 
 From the tee this hole ramps up pretty rapidly bringing the center hill of the property into play for the 
first time.  Drive it to center and you can layup from their over the top of the hill to about 100 yards.  The last 
150 yards of the hole comes down and back up to the green set behind a cross bunker at about 50 yards.  This 
green is a small table top so if you get a short iron in you should get a birdie chance for sure. 
 
#3 Glade  Par 4  441/428 
 
 Now is time to start taking on the serious topography of the center nine.  This is maybe the hardest of the 
four pars on this side, you drive from an elevated tee to a sloping fairway below you framed by towering trees 
on either side.  A slammer with a right to left curve on it can tumble well down the hole to a position within 200 
yards of the green.  Now the green sits slightly above you-very wide open in front-so it is receptive to the long 
club with which you are approaching.  Bunkers left and right of the green are no place to be-it is likely to be a 
pitch and a putt if you are going to make par here. 
 
#4 Briars  Par 5  510/488 
 
 Now you are looking at a bodacious par five-going back up the severe hill you just travelled down.  
Cemetary OB on the right side as well as tall trees that will block out your second shot line so drive it hard to 
the left side to get a good angle back to the layup area.  From there your line is at the left edge of the tall tree 
you see overhanging the green area.  The green is very small and set back to the right-your layup needs to be 
precise and in the fairway to give you a shot you can spin into this green.  Though it is small the green has good 
undulation and persistent grain running front to back toward the vehicle noise. 
 
 
#5 Brook  Par 3  191/177 
 
 The par three measures 190 tumbles down a steep hill and still plays the full yardage.  This is a beautiful 
shot to watch descend from tee to green-just be precise on your line because the bunkers that pinch both sides 
are very deep and will not offer easy opportunities for up and downs.  The green itself is fairly flat by 
Ridgewood standards but again the grain runs front to back and you may be surprised by the resultant speed of 
your putt from below the hole. 
 
 



#6  Scoonie  Par 4  275/259 
 
 Don’t know what a Scoonie is but this is one devilish little appetizing short par four.  The driver is the 
club-aim at the hut on the hill over the left edge of the fairway bunker/mound in the middle of the driving area. 
The ball will feed slightly right once it touches down on the other side of the bunker and end up 75 yards from a  
green that is so small they probably mow it with two passes.  The narrow green-I mean seriously narrow-
runway strip narrow-is wedged between very deep bunkers set into the side hills around the pulpit green. 
You need to have the ball in the fairway to provide the spin control to keep this ball on the putting surface. 
Big hitters will hate the hole-real golfers will appreciate the pure finesse required to get a birdie opportunity 
here. 
 
#7 Possum  Par 4  388/377 
 
 The next hole is quite unique-it is a slight dogear left that plays flat on the drive and then tumbles to a 
green setting below.  Drive to left center at the top of the hill and likely have a short to mid-iron to the green  
below.  The fairway literally ramps onto the front of the green so you can feed a punch shot down that slope to a 
front pin position.  The middle and back of the green slope sharply from back to front and then toward the right 
front of the green so do not be surprise to see you approach shot doing a ground slice after landing.  A ball short 
of the green can be putted from the fairway-it may be an ideal way to control the length of a pitch approach. 
 
#8  Topsy  Par 3  125/125 
 
 Short but challenging-certainly no pushover.  There is a good one club elevation from the tee to this  
table top green surrounded by bunkers.  The green slants hard from back to front so you will not get any release 
on your approach shot-pick the distance, add a half a club, and stay below the hole.   
 
#9  Inspiration  Par 4  377/352 
 
 The finishing hole on this nine is as it’s name implies-a real inspiration.  The visual from the tee to the 
green with the old clubhouse in the background is worth pondering for a spiritual moment.  Tall trees frame the 
driving area and then the green as well-the definition on this hole is spectacular.  Drive it to left center-the 
fairway landing area tumbles to the right-you need the short grass or you next shot is much more difficult. 
The fairway rises quickly from there to a green wedged into a hill-major false front to this green so a timid 
approach will be rejected and leave you a deft elevation pitch.  Bunker short of the green and right is an 
impossible place to play from so favor the left side on your approach shot.  Green surface has plenty of pitch 
following the hill line and the grain will accentuate that speed and break.  A par on this one is a very satisfying 
finish to a very sporty nine holes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
West Nine: 
 
#1 Ante  Par 4 359/330 
 
#2 Moab’s Vineyard  Par 4  363/345 
 
#3 Duppy  Par 3  181/146 
 
#4 Muckle  Par 5  535/464 
 
#5 Nub  Par 4  397/334 
 
#6 Beeches  Par 3  135/120 
 
#7 Sneak  Par 4  379/364 
 
#8 Tipperary  Par 5  571/519 
 
#9 Gabriel’s Horn  Par 4  423/377 
 
 


